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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Description Dimensions

AIA 2  Angle distribution multipliers in Levi- radians
Civita Program

AR Aspect ratio

CL Lift coefficient, based an foli chordlength
and upstream speed

CM Pitching moment coefficient about leading
edge

Ix Section moment of inertia about centroid,
normalized on fourth power of chordlength

L/D Ratio of lift to drag force

M Bending moment F X L

N.A. Neutral axis

S b Main bending stress (spanwise) F/L2

U Upstream speed L/T

b Span L

c Chordlength L

ct  Fiber distance from neutral axis to outer L
surface of material

d Depth L

K General constant; parameter In Larock
and Street's computer program

t Thickness L

tb,tl,t 2  Parameters in Larock and Street's program

W Strut spray wedge angle, degrees

X Chordwise distance L

Z Section modulus L3

Normalized section modulus, based on third
power of chordlength
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Symbol Description Dimensions

Nose-tail line angle of attack radian

B Constant angle in Levi-Civita program radian

6 Linearized angle of attack superposed degrees

C Wu's 1955 program parameter related to
cavitation number

K Linearized camber parameter

x i Parameters in Larock and Street's program

0 Fluid density FT 2/L4

a Cavitation number based on cavity pressure

a Cavitation number based on vapor pressure
v

T Taper ratio, tip chord/root chord; superposed
parabolic thickness

Inches L
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ABSTRACT

The general design method and some details are

discussed for two supercavitating hydrofoil models,

TAP-i and TAP-2. Model design features Include

takeoff capability and spanwise twist distribution.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

This work was supported by the Naval Material Command under Program

Element 62754N, Task Area ZF 43421001, known as the High Speed Struts and

Foils Direct Laboratory Funded Project.

INTRODUCTION

Two supercavitating hydrofoil models have been designed, in an

attempt to satisfy the following criteria:

a. Cruise speed - 80 knots (135 fps)

b. Static stress not to exceed 20 ksi at cruise, or 45 ksi at

maximum load

c. Cruise lift-to-drag ratio greater than 5.5

d. Foil system must be able to take off at 35 knots (60 fps)

e. Lift control available to double or zero lift

f. Design depth one chord

The general philosophy used here has been to select a two-dimensional

section shape, for which design theory and techniques are available,

which will satisfy the criteria as closely as possible. Then

corrections have been made to the design to account for three-

dimensional and boundaty effects, for which theory is considbrably

weaker, using a method similar to strip theory.



Of the two models, the one called TAP-1 is designed to operate In

the fully ventilated condition, while TAP-2 should be able to operate with

a natural cavity (supercavitating). No base-ventilated foils were

considered for these designs.

SECTION SHAPE SELECTION

Because the final design wings were to be twisted In the span-

wise direction to account for three-dimensional effects, It was thought

that the section lift coefficient would approximate the final model lift

coefficient rather closely.

The section shape selection for these two foil models was rather

difficult because of the takeoff requirement. Presumably the foils would

be operating very deep at takeoff and in the supercavitating condition.

Because of the high angle of attack and large flap angle required to

generate lift at takeoff speed, it was presumed that the natural cavity

even at o - 0.6, CL - 0.80, would be long enough to clear the top of the

foil model plus a possible 30 percent annex. A takeoff test was planned

to measure the takeoff lift to drag ratio for various combinations of

angle of attack and flap angle. Because aspect ratio Is more Important

than section shape for generating lift at large incidence angles, it was

decided that the two models would have two different aspect ratios, the

lower aspect ratio going to the ventilated foil model TAP-1 for which

air distribution from the strut might be a problem.

1,2
Based on previous experiments it was though that a value CL a0.80

might be the maximum readily attainable at the takeoff speed. The definition

of lift coefficient and the ratio of cruise speed to takeoff speed leads

to a factor of 5.22 relating cruise lift coefficient to takeoff lift

coefficient, so that the maximum possible design lift coefficient for both

foils would be CL = 0.15.
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This is quite a low value of lift coefficient for typical super-

cavitating hydrofoils. For instance, a flat plate hydrofoil section at

a - 0 and a - 5o produces CL  0 0.13. Low values of lift coefficient make

the design of supercavitating sections difficult for two reasons: first,

that the cavity length depends in large part on the fluid deflection,

hence lift; and second, because for a separated flow the drag Is closely

related to the section thickness, whose minimum is governed by structural

considerations. It therefore becomes advantageous to the lift-to-drag

ratio to generate as much lift as possible with a given thickness,

especially when the nonlinear effect of increasing section modulus and

bending resistance with thickness is considered Supercavitating sections

with h"gh values of L/D generally have high lift coefficients (CL - 0.4)

and thin leading edges.

Several major computer prbgrams are available to NSRDC for the

design of supercavitating section shapes in Infinite flu:d medium. One

of these, called Wu's 1955 program, ;s well adapted for low cavitation

numbers and was used to design the TAP-] section. The other, called

Larock and Street's program, is better adapted to flows at moderate

cavitation number, and was used to design the TAP-2 foil section. Both

programs involve a nonlinear computation of cambered foil section

properties in infinite stream medium.

In the case when a - 0, such as for a fully ventilated flow, the Wu~s

1955 method computer program reduces to the classical Levi-Civita method

for cambered hydrofoils in infinite cavity flow, and no wake model Is

required. Because published theoretical work3 on the two term section

and In-house research showed that a forward center of pressure Is

desirable to have a high section L/D, It was dec;ded to use essentially a

two-term camber shape for the TAP-1 section. However, only a small

amount of two-term camber could be added to the basic flat-faced shape

before the design lift coefficient was exceeded.

3



To determine the thickness requirement, a combination of rule-of-

thumb and simple bending strength calculations was used The rule-of-

thumb was that the section thickness to chord ratio should not be less

than 7 percent at the 70 percent chordwise station, and that the nose

thickness should be at least equal to that of the BuShips parent foil. The

nose of the parent foil appears to have undergone moderate vibration
4

during its high-speed test, while more heavily loaded at CL - 0.24

than the TAP-1 would be at CL - 0.14.

The computer programs used automatically form a smooth hydrofoil

upper surface, by reducing the clearance of the predicted upper free

streamline by 20 percent over the forward 70 percent of the chord, and

by shifting it aft by 0 05 chordlength. The small region at the leading

edge is fitted in with a wedge. From the 70 percent chord position to

the trailing edge, a parabola is used, which matches the slope at

the 70 percent chord station. From the section shape so formed, which

is sharp at both the leading and the trailing edges, a series of 13

offsets are picked up, which are used to compute the section moment

of inertia and the section area.

Then two possible locations for the neutral axis are assumed: one,

a horizontal line through the centroid of the area, while the section

is at its design angle of attack; the other, the midline or camberline

of the section. From these lines fiber distances are computed to points

on the surface of the section The bending moment at the blade root

is computed from the area of the blade and the loading on It, taking

that loading corresponding to the section lift coefficient to be

distributed uniformly all over the face of the blade. Then a maximum

spanwise bending stress is computed from the formula

M C t

b  t
xx

where M is the bending moment, Sb is spanwise bending stress, C t Is

the distance from the assumed neutral axis to the furthest bending

4
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fiber, and I is the section moment of inertia (about Its centrold).xx
This stress is linearly distributed in the vertical direction.

The chordwise stress is computed by assuming that each spanwise

section of the wing acts independently of the others in chordwise

deformation. Essentially the nose of each section is assumed to be

cantilevered about various chordwise stations, and the moment about

each of these chordwise stations is computed from the distribution of

loads forward of it. The minimum thickness of the section is computed

at that station, and when this is combined with the computed moment

in the lfnear formula for a solid cantilever beam stress, a value of

stress at each of the chordwise stations may be found. The maximum

value of this distribution is called Barr's chordwise nose stress.

THE DESIGN OF TAP-] AND TAP-2

In the design of the two hydrofoils in question, both the chordwise

and spanwise stresses were kept below 20 ksl maximum when the hydrofoil

was operating at its design condition, However, the maximum stress in

the model will occur at the off-design condition of maximum loading. if

we assume that double lift is possible for lift control, then CL a 0 30.

However, the cavity could wash off the foil during a plunge into a wave,

which would raise this value to CL - 0.45 (assumed). In that case, the

model stress would be approximately 45 ksi, still within the yield limit

of the material, 17-4 PH stainless steel heat-treated to 150 ksl for

2 percent yield.

It is obvious that several improvements to foil design can be

made in the area of strength analysis. First, the maximum lift loading

to be expected on the foil is not well known. Especially during wave

broaching it is expected that the lift force could become very large,

although It is doubtful that the lift coefficient could exceed the

value CL - 0.88 which would occur for a foil plunging vertically into

the water at speed. If the lift ever did get that high, the stress

In the models would be very close to'yield.
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Another prob'em is fatigue stress in the thin leading edge. When

other sect~ion parameters such as section modulus and lift coefficient

are kept constant, then the section lift-to-drag ratio improves as

the nose is made thinner. However, during testing these thin noses

tend to vibrate at a frequency on the order of 3000 cps. Because

the amplitude of this vibration has never been measured for a

supercavitating hydrofoil, there is no way to know whether or when

fatigue stress will be a problem, although leading edge failures

have been observed during high speed 
testing.

5

Furthermore, the stress analysis method as described above is

faulty for several reasons:

1. It does not consider the chordwise variation in the loading.

2. Typical supercavitating sections experience their maximum

loading at the thin leading edge, while linear beam theory predicts

maximum stress at the thick trailing edge. Experiments have shown

that linear beam theory is not adequate for triangular sections, and
6,7

that the maximum stress occurs at about 50 percent chord.

3. In the linear beam theory thy location of the neutral axis

must be assumed. While this apparently works well for thin airfoil

sections, it does not apply to sections with wedge shape or with an

annex.

4. Linear beam theory does not consider the Interactions between

the chordwise and spanwise stresses.

A direction for improvement would be to use either plate and

shell theory or solid element theory, both of which have been

incorporated into the Nastran system for example. The plate theory

considers the load, thickness, and stress ,distributions to 'e pie7e-

wise constant, while the solid element theory can account for quadratic

thickness variation and a piecewise linear variation In stress.

However, both these systems as yet require more data preparation and
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computer running time than the average designer can afford to Invest in

a single trial design. A running time of 200 to 400 seconds on the

CDC 6400 might be an example for a single blade, which at current rates

would equal about two hours of labor time.

White the system as described for fitting a parabolic top to the

foil might suffice for a supercavitating foil, where the cavity length

would be expected to be a problem, its use for a ventilated foil such

as TAP-1 would waste much of the space in the cavity. For that reason

the foil section for TAP-] has a 30 percent annex. This Is not as

large as that of the Boeing annex foil.8 The annex adds to the wetted

lifting area during takeoff as well as adding structural strength.

However, too large an annex can interfere with the cavity walls at

off design angles of attack.

The section finally selected for the TAP-] foil results from

the parameter selection 6 - 0.08, A1 - 0.01, A2 - 0.0075 in the Levi-

Civita method. This means that the basic flat plate has an incidence

angle of 0.08 radians, or 4.580, against which the camber terms are

superposed. Calculated two-dimensional properties are:

- 4.6160 Chord Inclination angle

CL - 0.136 Lift coefficient

L/D- 12.95 Lift-to-drag ratio

a - 0 Cavitation number

CM - 0.049 Moment coefficient (LE)

I - 0.241 X 10- 4  Section moment' Using the parabolicxx

- 3.6977 X 10-  Section modulus) top

Sn - 12.4 Nose stress, normalized on (1/2)oU 2
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As stated, the top of this foil section was subsequently hand

modified from the machine fitted parabola to add an annex to the rear.

Also, the maximum thickness was slightly reduced and shifted forward,

so that the top of the foil section lay just slightly beneath the free

streamline as predicted for a cavitation number of a = 0.05 by using the

parallel plate wake model from the Wu's 1955 method computer program.

Then the nose thickness was checked to make sure that it was indeed equal

to that of the parent foil

The second foil section, TAP-2, was designed for cavitation number

= 0.135 by using Larock and Street's computer program, which uses

Tulin's single spiral vortex wake model to represent the finite cavity

length associated with flow at non-zero cavitation number, infinite

stream. This program allows the designer to specify three different

camber rates along the face of the section from leading edge to

trailing edge. As typically used, and as in this case, the first

camber rate is a very tight arc used to specify a blunt leading edge;

the second controls the curvature in the nose region from 0 to 20

percent of chord; and the third camber rate controls the curvature of

the remainder of the pressure face, and is essentially used to control

the foil lift coefficient.

For the first foil, TAP-l, the section was chosen first to be a

two-term of the correct lift and nose thickness and then the aspect

ratio was calculated to have the main bending stress come out to be

45 ksi maximum and less than 20 ksi design. This resulted in a

computed aspect ratio of 2.4, which was desirable both because TAP-I

was a ventilated foil and low aspect ratio was desirable to help the

ventilated air distribution, and because studies of foils without

struts had shown that L/D versus main bending stress Improves with

decreasing aspect ratio.
2 ,9
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For the TAP-2 supercavitating foil, for which air distribution would

not be a problem, it was decided to use a larger aspect ratio, AR - 3.

Knowing this plus the required lift coefficient, It was possible to

calculate the main bending moment at the blade root, and hence the

required section modulus to give a design stress less than 20 ksl.

For the supercavitating TAP-2 it was decided to do without the

annex and in fact to use a hand-faired top with a sharp trailing edge.

This is because the natural cavity was expected to be quite short for

the following reasons:

1. Low lift coefficient

2. Near surface effect

3. Three-dimensional effect

and because of published photographs4 showing short natural cavities

under certain conditions near the 80 knot speed for which this foil

was to be designed. With these constraints in mind a final section

shape was selected by hand-varying the parameters in the program,

trying to make the nose region as thin as possible consistent with

structural integrity and the experience with the parent foil. A

recurring problem during design was low section L/D caused by trying

to get a low CL  0.14 at a cavitation number a - 0.135. in order

to have enough thickness with this combination of parameters, the

camber of the main body generally had to be made negative. An

increase in the thinness of the nose, while increasing the L/D,

would add more lift in that region, which would have to be

compensated for by more negative camber in the body if the body

thickness were to be maintained. This process came to a halt when

the body face pressure coefficient reached zero, but before the blunt

nose was as thin as would be consistent with an L/D In the 12-13

range.

9



When the section shapes became available for both of the hydrofoils

(see Figure 1), it was necessary to lay out the three-dimensional form

of the models. An area for each of 75 square inches had been selected

to match that of the original parent foil. Besides wishing to have the

parent foil data as part of the series, it was also desirable to have

this large size of model to minimize the effect of machining imperfections,

and because there is apparently an effect of Froude number on model flutter

speed which favors low Froude number models (large size).

The taper ratio for model TAP-l had previously been chosen to be tip

chord/root chord - T - 0.5, based on theoretical work of Nlshiyama
10

showing an optimum for 0.3 < T < 0.5, and on previous experimental work.'5 1 1

For the Model TAP-2, which without an annex required a more painstaking

structural design, a taper ratio of 0.33 was selected, to more evenly

distribute the bending stress along the span and to reduce the stress

calculated at the blade root using simple beam theory.

The remaining planform parameter, sweepback, was more difficult to

select. Experiments have shown that increasing blade sweepback degrades

the hydrodynamic properties of a wing.5 However, in compensation, sweep-

back has been shown to increase the wing's flutter speed, 12 and leading

edge sweepback is known to reduce the stresses In the thin leading edge. 13

However, too much blade sweepback, such as in a highly skewed propeller,

can lead to stress concentrations at the root near the chordwise trailing

edge, caused by having the center of loads aft of the trailing edge, where

it generates a torque on the blade.

Because the reasonably large taper of the two models meant that the

leading edge was already swept back appreciably, it was decided that the

overall blade sweep did not need to be very large, and that in any case

the center of blade loads should not move past the trailing edge since

a reliable stress analysis method is not available, and it was not

possible to calculate in advance how much benefit the sweepback would

produce to the flutter speed. Since having the 50 percent chordllne of

the spanwise sections perpendicular to the center line would be the

definition of zero-sweep of the midchord line, it was decided that making

I0



the 70 percent chordline perpendicular to the centerline would be a

reasonable amount of sweepback without invalidating the stress analysis.

Furthermore, since supercavitating hydrofoils typically use a 30 percent

chord flap, this would allow for a straight hingeline if flaps were to

be added to some later model.

After the planform and section shape had been selected as shown

in Figure 2, the next problem was to select a spanwise twist of the

sections in such a manner that the cavity wall above the sections would

be smooth above the foil at the design angle of attack. Until a

realistic stress analysis method became available, there seemed to be

no reason for changing the thickness of the sections in the spanwise

direction, since linear beam theory predicted a smooth bending stress

variation spanwise for tapered wings, and since experiments had shown

that the chordwise stresses became appreciable near the wing tips as
6

the spanwise stress diminished. Therefore, the wing sections were

made geometrically sim)ar along the span.

The defining line for the sections was the wetted trailing edge,

which line when followed spanwise remained always In the plane of

the angle of attack (a plane inclined at the foil angle of attack to

a horizontal plane) in such a way that the hydrofoil model as a whole

had very little dihedral angle, although this particular line was then

raised somewhat (see Figure 3). The use of dihedral to prevent

broaching is not necessary on a ventilated foil model, while calculations

were not available as to how much dihedral might be necessary to

generate side forces.

All the wing sections were twisted about the wetted trailing edge.

Three types of spanwise twists were superposed:

a. Three-dimensional downwash correction due to trailing vortex

sheet.

1



b. Strut downwash due to strut thickness.

c. Upwash due to free surface proximity.

The three-dimensional downwash angles were taken from Altmann's
14

foil design report, based on the lift coefficient, aspect ratio,

taper ratio, and sweep angle of our wings. Unfortunately his curves,

called Katzoff's corrections, are only for a vortex sheet, and do not

include the effect of the cavity thickness.

The strut downwash angles were taken from experimental data reported

by Altmann and tlata 15 for ventilated hydrofoils, using a 12 percent

parabolic strut. Their values were multiplied by 1-1/2 for the TAP-I

foil which used an 18 percent parabolic strut, and were left unchanged

for the TAP-2 and its 12 percent parabolic strut, That curve for the

downwash angle of midchord (X/C - 50%) was used. Note that the curves

only extend spanwise for a distance of one strut chord. The free

surface upwash angle of 1.480 was calculated for a flat plate at

d/c - 1 and the design C and then applied linearly over the span as the

depth/chord ratio varied spanwise, according to a linear formula from
14

Altmann's report,

CLc

a - K CLb

The three spanwise twist angle components were then added

algebraically to give a total spenwise twist correction, shown In

Figure 4. The resulting "J" shaped curve was a maximum near the strut,

declined to negative near the blade mldspan and then Increased again near the

blade tip vortex. Qualitatively, the curve much resembles the "J"

shaped curve of the length of short leading edge cavities shown In
'4

photographs of foils at low angle of attack, where the cavity tends to

wash off first near the strut and near the wing tips.

12



The choice of strut for a-supercavitating hydrofoil is always

difficult. In this particular case, a parabolic section was chosen for

its positive pressure characteristics at high speeds. Both foils TAP-i

and TAP-2 have the same planform area as the BuShips parent foil. However,

the parent foil with its 5-inch 15 percent thick strut filled to ventilate

repeatedly during its high-speed test. Therefore, it was decided to

enlarge the strut size in relation to the foil area for the ventilated

TAP-I model, to a 6-inch strut at 18% thick. For the second foil, TAP-2,

ventilation was not necessary so a 12 percent thick strut was used, the 12

percent fgure being a rule of thumb for a minimum strut thickness, and

the 6-inch chord figure chosen so that the strut could be compared to

the first model The two struts thus could be interchanged between the

two foils, in such a way that the vent air supply to the foils could be

changed by changing the thckness of the base-vented strut. Both struts

are solid although the 18 percent strut has provision for an encased

air passage to be attached to its base to prevent ventilating air from

being entrained into the strut wake. A strut sweepback angle of 12'

was chosen for both foils, so that even at the maximum foil angle of

attack of 15' (i.e., 0 above design angie) there would still be a

slight sweepback angle. A strut vertical length of 30 inches was

chosen to provide maximum 3-foil depths immersion plus a foot of

clearance for the dynamometer over the water

Besides being designed to allow strut interchangeability, the foil-

strut mounting area provides for a stub to be cut to the strut contour.

This stub, about 3/4" high, is an integral part of the original 2"

thick plate from which the foil would be machined. The stub Is also

filleted at its base, and sharpens along its leoading edge to prevent

downwash generation. In this way it is hoped that the usual stress

concentration in the strut mounting area, which usuely leads to cracks

around the screwholes, can be avoided. A thin tip plate is also allowed

for the TAP-2 foil, again part of the original plate, since there is no

problem of Interfering with tip vortex ventilation for a supercavltating

hydrofoil model.

13



The choice of 17-4 PH stainless steel as the foil material was made

for several reasons. First, It Is non-corroding (unless pitted or cracked);

second, it is preferred by shop technicians because it holds its shape

when worked on or heated; and third, it can be heat-treated to a variety of

hardness numbers and combinations of ultimate and fatigue stress. Finally,

like all steels, it has a high value of Young's modulus, which limits the

magnitude of deflections and vibrations, to which supercavitatlng hydrofoil

models, in their quest for thin sections and low drag, will always be

sensitive.

PLANNING FOR A TEST PROGRAM

Any decision to resort to expensive, physical testing of high-speed

hydrofoil concepts is motivated by the desire for answer6 to questions

not readily approached theoretically. 'n this regard, the natural problem

areas are:

1. Takeoff performance - preoictlon of which is problematical

because only linearized theory is available for the three-dimensional

hydrofoil case, which theory is not %alid at the large incidence angles

associated with takeoff. (See Reference 1.)

2. Ventilatlon characteristics - cannot be predicted theoretically,

either the amount of air flowing down the strut, or how much is entrained

in the foil cavity. For a recent empirical treatment of this subject, see

Reference 16.

3. Deformation and vibration - as explained in the text, the state

of theoretical prediction is very poor for stresses In wedge-shaped

hydrofoil sections. Furthermore, the hydrodynamic pressure varies with

the wing deflection in such a way that many of the natural modes of

vibration are distorted. Also, there is a periodic driving force on

supercavitating foils due to vortex shedding.

14



Therefore, to establish a model's validity In steady flow, two

tests would be planned, one at the takeoff speed (60 fps), and one at

the cruise speed (135 fps).

The takeoff test would concentrate primarily on finding the most

favorable combination of flap angle and angle of Incidence for takeoff

at various depths. Also It would be desirable to measure the cavity

length in order to avoid those combinations of parameters for which

short cavities occur and vortex shedding is a problem. It would be

expected that both the strut and the foil would have vapor cavities

longer than one chord during this test A maximum flap deflection

angle of 30* might reasonably be expected to be employed.

The cruise speed test would be concerned with those phenomena

which could not adequately be measured or represented In a simulated

speed facility. Among the quantities to be measured would be the

variation of forces over a range of angle of attack and depth, and

the pressure in the foil cavities. Also for the TAP-l model which

was designed to run in the fully ventilated condition, it would be

desirable to measure the operational boundaries within which the

ventilated flow regime could be maintained, in a field of depth-to-

chord ratio and angle of attack. The ventilated regime might be

initiated by dropping the foil vertically in the water at speed to

the preselected depth, and the persistence of vent'lation would be

amenable to detection photographically. These boundaries of the

ventilated flow regime in an a - a plane might be expected to depend
v

partly on which of three possible strut combinations was used, I.e.,

18 percent strut, 18 percent strut with enclosed air passage, or

12 percent strut. Finally, it would be observed whether the leading

edge sweepback alleviates the edge vibration observed on the parent

foil. Also concerned with vibrations, it would be hoped that the

amplifiers for the force measuring system could pick up the less than

5000 cps signals which might result if there were natural cavity

vortex shedding which had an effect on the foil forces.

15
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POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS TO THE DESIGN METHOD

Of the possible alternatives in foil design, that of simulating the

performance of the entire w'ng system by bu.lding it up out of individual

linearized elements, such as sou-ce sheets for thickness, source rods for

axial pods, and vortex sheets for I ft elements, is perhapa not as desirable

as it would initially appear. The method has been available for subsonic

aircraft design fo, some t-me, and also has been extended to subcavitating
17

hydrofoils Perhaps what the method lacks most is precis-on, for the

number of matrix elements necessary to account exactly for all the possible

elemental inte-actions is usually larger than the pogram user can

tolerate. Therefore, this method has difficulty explaining the detailed

behaviour of one single part of a complex structure. While some notable

strides toward writing such a program have been taken, its final

development appears to be many years in the future.
8 ,19 ,20

In the meantime, foil designs could be improved by developments in

several areas. One of the mo:t critical at present is the prediction

of structural properties. Since supercavitating hydrofoil lift-to-drag

ratio is very sensitive to both body and leading edge thickness, the

development of a reliable stress analysis method could Improve foil

performance quite considerably just be making available for use all

the stress in the material. But any proposed method would probably

have to use less than 300 seconds on the CDC to be worthwhile.

The development of vibrations criteria is a bit more complicated,

but the unsteady force data which would be obtained from a high-speed

test of one of the hydrofoils would help to determine what should be the

relation between fatigue stress and ultimate stress, and thus help in

the selection of the alloy for a supercavitating hydrofoil model. Force

data in waves would also be useful for this purpose.

The leading edge vibration problem will probably remain intractable

iinrel the amplitude of the vibration can be determined, from which can

16
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be determined the unsteady leading edge stress. One way to do this

might be to mount a Doppler velocimeter above the foil leading edge,

to measure the leading edge deflection rate. Or an accelerometer or

strain gauge could be embedded in the foil materal

Better methods of determining the spanwise twist rate will

probably be developed in the next several years as lifting surface

programs are perfected for supercavitating hydrofoils. However, there

is still a need for experimental measurements of three-dimensional

cavity surface locations above ventilated and supercavitating hydrofoils,

data with which to check the theoretical predictions.

Another problem not yet well resolved is to determine how b'g

the strut size should be to ventilate a given foil area. A possible

high speed test of a foil with several strut sizes would help to

answer this problem, which was also addressed by EJata, who found that

foils with larger struts could indeed remain ventilated deeper. A

question arises as to whether a ventilated foil with a large strut,

and a higher foil L/D but a larger strut drag, would have a higher

system L/D than a supe-cavitating model which could use the minimum

possible strut thickness.

This is related to the problem of how to scale the ventilated

boundaries up to prototype craft size So far as is known, there have

been no measurements of ventilation boundaries for geosimilar, blunt-

based strut supercavitating foil combinations. The flow of compressible

fluid such as air may be non-linear in the size parameters, and therefore

linear size scaling or Froude Law scaling may not apply.

In summary, possible improvements in the design procedure would

be:

a. adequate stress analysis

17
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b. accurate three-dimensional downvash prediction

c. three-dimensional cavity location measurements

d. strut size versus foil size relation

DESIGN OF VENTILATION DOORS

As is well known, the air supply required to maintain a ventilated

condition of a hydrofoil increases quite drastically with speed, (see

for example Reference 23) and the mere presence of a parabolic strut

above the foil is generally not enough to insure a cavitation number

in the ventilated range (say a < 0 03) at high actual water speeds.

For example, the high-speed tests of Virgil Johnson failed to fully

ventilate an aspect ratio three hydrofoil at depth/chord 0.8 (Reference

24), or a base ventilated hydrofoil (Reference 25) even though both had-

parabolic struts. The high-speed test of the BuShIps parent hydrofoil

(Reference 4) also showed a failure to ventilated below depth/chord

one-half above a certain speed (approximately 60 knots) This

problem was addressed by Wadlin (Reference 26) near the end of the

NASA high-speed hydrofoil program, who solved it by adding vent wings

to the side of the strut to enlarge the strut cavity. The cavitation

number could not be brought to zero by this method but could be

reduced to the range 0.01 < a < 0 03, which would correspond to a

ventilated flow.

Subsequently vent wings were Included in the design of the

Boeing annex foil Although they doubled the strut drag, most of

the cavity pressure measurements reported at high speed (80 knots)

included their use (Reference 27), The design used appears from

the report to be effective down to depth/chord 2.2

For the ventilated TAP-i foil, it was intended that the foil

be tested both with an 18% and an 12% thick strut, which presumably

would provide two different air vent-lation rates. Since the vent

wings provide no structural strength while doubling the strut drag,

18
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it was hoped that the 18% thick strut could ventilate the foil

through its own thickness, thereby providing more structural strength

and transmission space while supporting the larger cavity

Consequently, the vent wings designed for the 18% thick strut, using

a 15° wedge, angle, are merely surface spray deflectors to protect

the cavity opening. But the strips selected for the 12% thick

strut, using a 300 wedge angle, are similar in relative size to those

on the annex foil, and were designed to enlarge the strut cavity

considerably. These wing door6 were designed to flare out sli(ghtiy

near the strut-foil intersection when the 12% thick strut was used,

since the TAP-l foil was to be built with an 18% thick integral

mounting stub. The 3/8" wedge chord for both spray deflectors was

relatively the same as that used with the annex fo;l. The approximate

layout of the spray deflectors is shown on Figure 5. Unquestionably

the use of straight untapered wedges is not optimum from a drag

point of view, however, functional they are expected to be. It is

expected that design changes would be suggested by photographs of the

high speed flow, and indeed that the mounting and submergence of these

spray wedges might be adjusted during any possible testing.

It might be noted here that since the initial acceleration of

the testing carriage to be used at Langley Field, Virginia is

approximately 3 to 4 g, there should not be any problem in establishing

an initially ventilated cavity, since the water can only fill in the

cavity with a maximum acceleration of 1 g (Reference 28). This Is

in distinction to ordinary towing basin practice, where with an initial

towing carriage acceleration of 0.5 g, supercavitating hydrofoils

consistently refuse to ventilate at depth/chord one unless special

techniques are used to trigger the initially ventilated condition

(Reference 29). This might explain for instance the discrepancy in

data between Spangler's report of high-speed towing tests of the BuShips

parent foil (Reference 4) and the indoor towing test of the exact

same foil (Reference 30) where for identical towing speeds, depth of

submersion and angle of attack, the foil ventilated to depth/chord
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1-1/2 during the outdoor test and to depth/chord 1/2 during the indoor

test

FOIL PERFORMANCE PREDiCTION - TAP-1

Foil Drag: At cruise (80 knots) condit'on

Foil weighted average twist angle of -1.5* will reduce the L/D to

-10.5 geometrically.

Design Load = 1300 lbf

Fo.T Drag -124 lbf

Strut drag: based on data from the Aerojet-General Report (Reference 31),

a strut drag coefficient (based on strut chordlength and depth) of .013

for the 18% strut and 0.009 tor the i2% st-ut might be expected

18% strut: drag - .013 X 127ps, X 6" X 6" - 60 lbf

12% strut: drag = 009 X 127ps, X 6i X 6,1 - 40 lbf

However, the large size spray wedges used with the 12% strut will

probably double its drag, (according to the report on the annex fol')

wh le the smaller spray wedges used with the 18% thick strut might

increase tis drag only half again, So we assume

18% strut 90 Ibf drag

12% strut 80 Ibf drag

Then the foil system L/D's, which will presumably be unchanged whether

the foil ventilates or not, will be

L/D L/D with Wedges

18% strut 7.0 6.1

12% strut 7 9 6.4

20
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at the cruise speed of 80 knots or 135 fps

TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE:

We assume a vapor cavitation number o 0.6, at 35 knots (60 fps),

and takeoff at depth/chord a 3, with a combination of flap and angle

of attack. The struts are assumed to be pa-tially ventilated to

a = 0.3 while the foil is assumed to be operating in the supercav-tating

mode with a cavity length greater than one chord Strut drag

coefficients are assumed to be C0 = 0.0)7 for the 18% thiCk strut,

and CD = 0.012 for the 12% th'ck strut Then the strut drag ,s

18% strut: 017 X 25ps' X 6" X l8 = 46 Ibf

12% strut: .012 X 25ps , X 61' X 18"' = 32 lbf

On the foil model, the extra area of the annex means that the

tequi-red lift coefficient wil be

C L 5.22 x 0.14 x 1/1.33 0 0.56Lreq 'd

The strut downwash will be assumed twice that of design due to the

increased depth, or an average value of 20. The three d:mensonal

effect for this planform is again taken from Altmann's curves

(Reference 14) where

K, - 10 = a/CL" or a, - 61

so total downwash -8", which will decrease CL by r/2 X 8" X i/180

or 0.22. Hence a section lift coefficient of C - 0 77 will beL

required for takeoff When we compare the section characteristic

calculations of Wu and Wang (Reference 32), we see that at a - 0.6

this lift coefficient is readily attainable with a flat plate of
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body angle 10* and flap deflection 100. Then the section L/D is

3.9. Thus for a 1300 lbf foil load at takeoff, the foil drag would

be 330 lbf. Thus at takeoff

18% strut L/D - 3.5

12% strut L/D - 3.6

However, a caveat should be made here that experimental results for

flapped supercavitating hydrofoils at takeoff conditions rarely

show a lift to drag ratio much in excess of 3.0, see for example

Conolly (Reference 1).
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TABLE I

COM1PARISON OF NUMERICAL CHARACTERISTICS

BuShips Parent TAP-i TAP-2

Plan form

Area 75 sq. inches 75 sq. inches 75 sq. inches

Aspect Ratio 3 2.4 3

Centerline Chordlength 5 inches 7.5 inches 7.5 inches

Tip Ct,.ord 5 inches 3.75 inches 2.5 inches

Taper Ratio 1 0.5 0.31

''n-we,,- Cnordl'ne 5011 70% 70%.

-)weeptack at Midchord 00 6.420 7.58'

Spar 1S inches 13.35 inches 15 inches

Annex Percentage of
Wet+ec Chord 0 33% 0

Strut Size

Section Parabolic Parabolic Parabolic

Cho-d 5 inches 6 inches 6 inches

Thi:kness 151,1 18% 12 9%

Sweepback 00 120 120

Foil Section
Characteristics

Definition Tulin Two-Term Levi-Civita Larock and Street
Two-Term three pararreter

Prcgram and Inputs linearized two- Wu's 1955 non-linear two-
dimensional with program non- dimensional using
free surface linear two- Tulin single spiral

dimensional vortex wake model
(parallel in infinite stream
plate wake
model) in
infinite
stream

d/c = 1, X=0.0875, 01=.O8,A,=-0l K-1.12 t 0*4

2 5-T 0A 2 0075 k 0 t1=-.04 t2=19l

1\V'.6 9  * =0
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BuShips Parent TAP-1 TAP-2

Design Cavitation No. 0 0 - 0.05 0.135

Lift Coefficient 0.17 0.1366 0.1396

Ratio of Lif. to Drag 12.95 10.64

Pitching Moment
Coefficient (leading
edge) 0.049 0.052

Center of Pressure
from leading edge 36% 37%

Thickness to Chord
Ratio (raximurr, 13.1% 8.6% 6.3%

Structj,'rl

Area/Unit Chord 0.0599 0.0530 0.0478

Section moment/unit 4 4
chord 0.423 X 104 0.265 X 10-  0.167 X 10-

Section Modulus/unit
chord
N.Hrizo Cntali 0.2X1 -3  0.41 X 10- 3  0.36 X 10- 3
N.A. Horizontal

Through CentrOid 0.52 X 10.1X1 03 0

N.A. Midline 
0.66 X 10

-3  0.61 X 10 0.53 X 
- 3

Actual Section Modulus
at Centerline

N.A. Horizontal 0.065 inches3  0.173 inches3 0.152 inches 3

N.A. Midline 0.081 inches3  0.257 inches3  0.224 inches3

Leading Edge Radius 0.002 inches (Lapped) 0.02 inches

Leading Edge Stress
at Design 12.4 X 1/2oU 2

Material Stainless Steel 17-4 PH 17-4 PH Stainless
Stainless Steel
heat treatment H1075
Rockwell Hardness C36

NOTE - Section data for TAP-1 does not include annex.

26
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*

BuShips TAP-i TAP-2

Sim:Ie Bendirc
Stress Calculat-cn
Tsj Tue--s con,.tant
section lilt

Ecuivalent Force
8 knot loading X
1/2 area = 128psi X
7j/2 XCL 818 lbf 655 lbf 672 lbf

Blade Centroidal
Distance from Strut 3.75 inches 2.96 inches 3.12 inches

Centerlire Bending
Moment 3070 lbf-inches 1940 lbf-inch 2100 lbf-inches

Design Stress
Calculated

N.A. Horizortal 47 ksi 11 ksi 14 ksi

N.A. Midline 38 ksi 8 ksi 9 ksi
Design Load 1600 lbf 1300 lbf 1300 ltf

'NOrE tnt lift corrections due to downwash are not included for the parent
foil. These would reduce the lift and the stress significantly.
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TABLE 3

TAP-1

Spanwise Position Angle Correction, degrees

3d Strut Free Surface Total

Basis for 0 2.10 5.10 -1.98 5.22

TAP-i Foil 0.025 1.92 4.50 -1.94 4.48

Design with 0.05 1.75 3.90 -1.92 3.73

l8. strut 0.075 1.68 3.41 -1.90 3.19
0.10 1.45 3.00 -1.86 2.59

0.15 1.22 2.33 -1.81 1.74

0.20 1.07 1.86 -1.76 1.17

0.25 0.92 1.53 -1.73 0.72

0.30 0.81 1.26 -1.68 0.39

0.35 0.74 1.07 -1.62 0.19

0.40 0.67 0.90 -1.57 0.00

0.45 0.61 0.77 -1.52 -0.14

0.50 0.56 0.66 -1.48 -0.26

0.55 0.53 0.56 -1.43 -0.34

0.60 0.50 0.48 -1.38 -0.40

0.65 0.49 0.39 -0.32 -0.44

0.70 0.50 0.35 -).27 -0.43

0.75 0.53 0.27 -1.22 -0.42

0.80 0.60 0.23 -1.18 -0.35

0.85 0.71 0.17 -1.13 -C.25

0.90 0.94 0.14 -1.07 +0.01

0.925 1.07 0.11 -1.04 +0.14

0.95 1.26 0.08 -1.02 +0.32

0.975 1.54 0.06 -1.00 +0.60

1.000 1.98 0.03 -0.98 I.03
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TABLE 4

TAP-2

Spanwise Position Angle Correction, degrees

3d Strut Free Surface Total

0 1.67 3.22 -2.22 +2.67
0.025 1.54 2.60 -2.18 +1.96
0.05 1.42 2.20 -2.15 +1.47
0.075 1.29 1.85 -2.11 +1-03
0.10 1.16 1.55 -2.07 +0.64
0.15 0.97 1.17 -2.00 +0.14
0.20 0.81 0.85 -1.92 -0.26
0.25 0.69 0.67 -1.85 -0.49
0.30 0.58 0.50 -1.78 -0.70
0.35 0.53 0.37 -1.70 -0.80
0.40 0.43 0.30 -1.63 -0.90
0.45 0.38 0.22 -1.55 -0.95
0.50 0.32 0.18 -1.48 -0.98
0.55 0.28 0.12 -1.41 -1.01
0.60 0.25 0.08 -1.33 -1.00
0.65 0.22 0.05 -1.26 -0.99
0.70 0.19 0 -1.18 -0.99
0.75 0.18 0 -1.11 -0.93
0.80 0.18 0 -1.04 -0.86
0.85 0.21 0 -0.96 -0.75
0.90 0.30 0 -0.89 -0.59
0.925 0.37 0 -0.85 -0.48
0.95 0.46 0 -0.81 -0.35
0.975 0.60 0 -0.78 -0.18
1.000 0.78 0 -0.74 +0.04
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1572 (Gersten)
1576
1731 (Buckley)
1843 (Schott)

37



DTNSRDC ISSUES THREE TYPES OF REPORTS

(1) DTNSRDC REPORTS, A FORMAL SERIES PUBLISHING INFORMATION OF
PERMANENT TECHNICAL VALUE, DESIGNATED BY A SERIAL REPORT NUMBER.

12) DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS. A SEMIFORMAL SERIES, RECORDING INFORMA.
TION OF A PRELIMINARY OR TEMPORARY NATURE, OR OF LIMITED INTEREST OR
SIGNIFICANCE, CARRYING A DEPARTMENTAL ALPHANUMERIC IDENTIFICATION.

(3) TECHNICAL MEMORANDA, AN INFORMAL SERIES, USUALLY INTERNAL
WORKING PAPERS OR DIRECT REPORTS TO SPONSORS. NUMBERED AS TM SERIES
REPORTS, NOT FOR GENERAL DISTRIBUTION.
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